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Habitat destruction and the resultant fragmentation of the remain-
ing forest are a common phenomenon in the tropics. Most inves-
tigations emphasize the potential dangers of fragmentation in
isolating patches of forest and exposing populations to loss of
species diversity through founder effects, genetic drift, inbreeding,
and restricted gene flow. However, a limited number of studies
have shown that gene flow may be extensive in tropical trees,
suggesting that it may occur between forest fragments and also
‘‘isolated’’ remnant trees. There is an urgent need to quantify
pollen flow within and between forest fragments to test the
veracity of such views and determine the genetic value of such
fragments for in situ conservation. Microsatellite markers are used
to genotype individuals of Swietenia humilis from a highly frag-
mented forest mosaic to directly quantify pollen-mediated gene
flow. Distances of pollen flow more than 10 times greater than
previously reported were detected. Our results show that some
tropical angiosperm tree species may be much more adaptable and
resilient to habitat destruction and fragmentation than previously
considered. The description of many remnant trees as isolated or
‘‘living dead’’ may be more a conditioning of human perception
than a true reflection of their potential conservation value.

Dramatic increases in deforestation have produced numerous
small and fragmented forests throughout the tropics. The

possible impacts of such disturbance and fragmentation on the
biodiversity of tropical forests have been highlighted with respect
to species loss and more recently to a reduction of within-species
genetic diversity (1, 2). The impacts of forest disturbance on
genetic structure and gene flow within such fragmented land-
scapes are, however, poorly understood. Fragmentation de-
creases the size and increases the spatial isolation of a popula-
tion, and its effects on the dynamics of gene flow may directly
influence genetic structure within a forest fragment. Genetic
isolation, by means of a curtailment of gene flow between
fragments, may ultimately have detrimental consequences on the
evolutionary viability of a population, by way of increased levels
of inbreeding and random genetic drift (3). Studies of the
distribution of genetic diversity within and between tropical
forest populations indirectly show the existence of extensive
long-distance gene flow, with a greater partitioning of genetic
variation within, rather than among, populations (4–6). Allo-
zyme studies of the influence of fragmentation on genetic
diversity, through direct estimates of pollen dispersal, have
shown a consensus of extensive pollen flow into remnant frag-
ments, which could mitigate the presumed effects of physical
isolation (7–9).

However, integral to understanding the genetic impacts of
fragmentation, descriptions of actual patterns of pollen flow and
the degree of genetic, rather than physical, isolation have eluded
researchers because of two main factors, namely (i) the resolu-
tion power of genetic markers to discriminate pollen donors and
(ii) the initial sampling strategy and degree of fragmentation of
the species under investigation. Of these limitations the former
has been recognized, prompting the use of more variable genetic

markers (10). Use of highly variable microsatellite markers has
markedly increased the power to successfully resolve direct
distances of pollen dispersal, by providing the highest paternity
exclusion probabilities of any markers used in the study of plant
populations (11–16). Equally important, however, is the maxi-
mum degree of separation between fragments sampled, which
limits the detailed understanding of the impacts of fragmenta-
tion on the dynamics of pollen flow and the long-term genetic
viability of populations.

Here, we report direct measures of the pattern and distances
of pollen flow within a highly fragmented population of Swiete-
nia humilis by using microsatellite markers. Populations over
much of the range of S. humilis have been reduced and frag-
mented. Listed in 1973 on Appendix II of the Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species (17), S. humilis has
become the focus of increasing conservation concern, and a
strategy is required to define how remaining populations may be
sustainably used and effectively conserved (18). Our assessment
of genetic connectivity between the remnant stands of an
intensively sampled highly fragmented forest mosaic provides
the opportunity to address the specific question of whether
fragmentation over distances of more than 1 km leads to the
curtailment of pollen flow within a tropical tree species. Com-
parison with the patterns of pollen flow within a continuous
‘‘control’’ population will also determine whether forest frag-
mentation and reduction in population size alter the pattern of
pollinator behavior, and ultimately pollen flow.

Materials and Methods
Species. Swietenia humilis Zuccarini (Meliaceae) is a medium-
sized deciduous tree and one of the three species commonly
known as true or American mahogany (19). It grows within a
very wide ecological range within its native Pacific watershed
of Central America and Mexico (20). S. humilis is a monoe-
cious species with unisexual f lowers occurring in the same
inf lorescence (21), and under controlled pollination has been
shown to be self-incompatible (D.H.B., unpublished data).
The small white f lowers are faintly sweetly scented and visited
by small butterf lies, bees, and other insects. The fruits are
erect, strongly wooded, ovoid capsules containing seeds that
are wind-dispersed (21).

Study Site. The fragmented population used for this study is
located within the native range of S. humilis in the Punta Ratón
region of the Honduran Pacific alluvial coastal plains. The study
site is described in detail in G.M.W. et al. (6). It consists of two
remnant stands of secondary dry deciduous forest principally
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confined to hillside areas [Jiote (n � 22 trees) and Butus�Jicarito
(n � 44)] and one stand of remnant trees in pasture [Tablas
Plains (n � 7)]. A plot of 97 trees within an approximately
68-hectare (ha) area of the Las Tablas Forest (total area �500
ha) was used as a control of continuous forest. The Las Tablas
site lies within the largest area of dry forest in the Punta Ratón
region and is predominantly secondary in nature. The relative
locations of all of the mapped trees are shown in Fig. 1. To
investigate the dynamics of pollen flow, 17 trees were selected for
progeny analysis from across the population; 12 trees from the
fragmented stands, including an isolated tree (no. 501) located
at the most westerly point of S. humilis distribution within the
area, and 5 trees from within the control subpopulation Las
Tablas (the selected trees are encircled in Fig. 1).

Sample Collection and Microsatellite Analysis. Bulked progeny ar-
rays were collected from each tree in the field during 1994. DNA
was extracted directly from 30 seeds per tree, using a modifica-
tion of the extraction method of Doyle and Doyle (22). The
starting material was 10–50 mg of seed tissue and a phenol:chlo-
roform wash step was incorporated into the protocol after
suspension of the DNA in 500 �l of TE buffer (10 mM Tris�1
mM EDTA, pH 7.4). Four microsatellite loci, mac38 (26 alleles),
mac45 (11 alleles), mac49 (21 alleles), and mac58 (13 alleles)
were used in this study; selected from a larger pool of loci based
on their detection of high levels of allelic polymorphism, with a
relatively high frequency of rare alleles throughout the study
area (6). PCR conditions and product resolution were as de-
scribed by G.M.W. and W.P. (23). Allelic products were scored
according to their size in base pairs and showed Mendelian
segregation patterns based on analysis of control pollinated
full-sib progeny arrays. All of the trees within the fragmented
stands and the control had been genotyped at each of the
microsatellite loci (6).

Data Analysis. The dynamics of pollen flow were estimated by
using a fractional paternity program (24) to analyze the progeny
array data from each tree. With all parental genotypes known,
the exclusion analysis identified subsets of fathers for each

progeny, giving each pollen donor a fractional likelihood of
paternity and its distance from the maternal tree. A constraint
within the study population was an area of unsampled trees
adjacent to the Las Tablas site, introducing an area of ungeno-
typed potential pollen donors between Las Tablas and the
fragmented stands of trees (Fig. 1; area ‘‘U’’). Specification of
pollen donor distances could therefore be accurately character-
ized only up to this unmapped area. The frequency of progeny
arising from pollen donors potentially within this area U were
summed for each fragment and plotted as originating from a
distance equal to or greater than the maximum specified limit.
Distance limits for pollen flow characterization were 0.6 km for
Las Tablas, 0.9 km for Tablas Plains, 1.5 km for Jiote, 3.6 km for
Butus�Jicarito, and 4.5 km for Tree 501. Parent–offspring
matches with a likelihood of 1.0 indicated a 100% certainty of
paternal assignment, providing exact distances of pollen flow to
the maternal trees. The frequency of the definite paternal donors
was determined for 0.3-km distance categories from the mater-
nal tree, which was calculated as the number of definites against
the number of definites plus the number of progeny in that array
for which the pollen source could not have been the father. The
data were plotted per fragment, based on the cumulative fre-
quencies per distance class within each fragment, together with
the frequency of trees within each distance category, generating
direct pollen flow-distance-frequency histograms (Fig. 2). All
distance-frequency histograms were plotted as a proportion of
1.0, allowing comparisons of pollen flow among the trees and
fragments, irrespective of the number of progeny assessed.

Results
The high exclusion powers of the microsatellite markers (com-
bined expected exclusion probability of 0.983; mac38 0.781,
mac45 0.496, mac49 0.577, and mac58 0.642) resulted in unique
paternal assignments for 45% of the parent–offspring matches,
giving exact distances of pollen flow to the maternal trees. The
distance frequency histograms of pollen flow per fragment are

Fig. 1. The relative locations of S. humilis trees (each represented by a dot)
sampled in Punta Ratón, Choluteca, Honduras. Each fragment is enclosed with
a hatched line and labeled accordingly. The location of the unsampled trees
(U) adjacent to the Las Tablas study site is shown by the spotted encased area.
The 17 trees selected for the progeny analysis are circled. All trees and progeny
were genotyped at four microsatellite loci, and a paternity exclusion analysis
was performed to identify the subsets of fathers for each progeny, the
fractional likelihood of paternity, and distance from the tree.

Fig. 2. Distance-frequency histograms of direct pollen flow to selected S.
humilis trees in each forest fragment (Punta Ratón, Choluteca, Honduras). The
distance of pollen flow to the 17 maternal trees was determined by using a
fractional paternity program. With all parental genotypes known, the pater-
nity analysis identified parental donors, their fractional likelihood of pater-
nity, and distance from the mother tree. The frequency of definite pollen
donors, paternal likelihood of 100%, was calculated for 0.3-km distance
classes from the maternal tree (solid bars) for each fragment [(a) Las Tablas, (b)
Tablas Plains, (c) Jiote, (d) Butus�Jicarito, and (e) tree 501] and plotted to-
gether with the frequency of trees within each distance class (empty bars). The
pie charts show the proportion and source of the pollen flow to the trees
within each fragment.
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shown in Fig. 2. Common to each fragment (Fig. 2 a–d) was a
high frequency of pollen flow from within the first 0.3 km of the
maternal tree, indicating a predominance of near-neighbor gene
exchange. In the Las Tablas control population (Fig. 2a), the
source of the majority of pollen flow (64%) was from within the
first 600 m. In Tablas Plains (Fig. 2b), just under a third of
the pollen flow (31%) was from inside the fragment, within
300 m of the maternal trees. Pollen flow was not evident from
between 300–900 m, coinciding with the intervening space (with
no S. humilis trees) between Tablas Plains and neighboring
fragments. The remaining 69% was from distances greater than
900 m, 4% of which was from Jiote and 1% from Butus�Jicarito,
but the highest proportion (64%) was from Las Tablas or the
unsampled area. In both the Jiote and Butus�Jicarito fragments,
the highest proportion of pollen again came from within the
fragment. Jiote (Fig. 2c) had a small proportion (4%) of the
fathers in Butus�Jicarito, 1.1 km away, but 24% came from
distances greater than 1.5 km. A similar pattern was evident in
Butus�Jicarito (Fig. 2d) with 13% of the pollen from Jiote, but
34% from distances greater than 3.6 km, in the Las Tablas area.

The isolated tree, no. 501 (Fig. 2e), enabled characterization
of pollen flow from up to 4.5 km. Pollen flow was evident from
across this range, with the pattern depending, to some degree, on
the frequency of trees rather than the distance. The neighboring
fragment, Butus�Jicarito, provides the nearest pollen source
(26%). Tablas Plains also contributes a small proportion (3%)
but the majority of the pollen (71%) originated from either Las
Tablas or the unsampled area, at a distance of over 4.5 km away.
Tree 500, the nearest neighbor to 501, located only 402 m away,
was not found to be a pollen donor, presumably as it is a much
smaller tree and only recently reached flowering maturity. Tree
501 was also a potential father to progeny of tree 510 in
Butus�Jicarito, trees 533 and 536 in Jiote, and tree 609 in Las
Tablas.

The number of trees in a fragment is shown to influence
patterns of pollen flow within and between the remnant stands
(Table 1), with the mean percentage of pollen flow into
fragments generally increasing with a reduction in subpopulation
size. The smallest ‘‘fragment,’’ tree 501, had 100% external
pollen sources in the pollen distribution curve, indicating that all
of the progeny under study resulted from outcrossed mating. The
largest mean distance of pollen flow detected for each fragment
exceeded that to the nearest fragment, showing an extensive
network of gene exchange between the neighboring fragments.

Discussion
The impact of forest fragmentation on pollen movement can be
inferred by comparing pollen flow within and between the
fragments to that within Las Tablas. Despite the high level of
fragmentation and small size of the subpopulations there was an
extensive network of gene exchange over the spatial scale of the
study site. However, the pattern of pollen movement to the

sampled trees depended on the spatial structure of the particular
fragment, with subpopulation size (number of trees) a critical
factor, directly influencing the proportion of immigrant pollen.
Although the trend of near-neighbor mating was maintained
within the fragments, reductions in subpopulation size were
paralleled by an increase in the proportion of long-distance
pollen flow, from outside the fragment. The isolated tree 501
proves an interesting situation. Separated from the nearest
fragment of flowering trees by 1.1 km, the direct pollen flow
measures supersede this distance, with over 70% coming from
the maximum distance category (�4.5 km). Totally outcrossing
with a wide array of pollen donors, it contrasts with the
predictions of Murawski and Hamrick (25), who suggested that
spatially isolated trees are more likely to deviate from random
mating and presumably receive pollen from fewer donors. In fact,
the increase in spatial isolation has promoted long-distance gene
exchange between tree 501 and all of the fragments. Together
with its potential role as a father to progeny in other fragments,
tree 501 proves to be an integral part of the population and
challenges the living dead title given to the conservation value of
such remnant trees (26).

Direct distances of gene flow have been determined in only a
few studies of tropical tree species. Boshier et al. (27) found
pollen movement in Cordia alliodora by the detection of rare
isozyme alleles as far as 280 m. Microsatellite analysis of pollen
movement in Pithecellobium elegans (13) and Gliricidia sepium
(14) detected maximum distances of 350 and 275 m, respectively.
Long distances of pollen movement over the same scale as that
detected in this study have been inferred only for species of Ficus,
where estimates of effective population size, utilizing isozyme
markers, suggested typical pollen dispersal distances of 6–14 km
(7). The lack of variability detected by isozymes, together with
the scale over which sampling of trees occurred, has constrained
the power of resolution of gene flow. In this study, sampling a
fragmented population over a much greater spatial scale com-
pared with most studies (9), combined with the use of hyper-
variable microsatellite markers, provided the opportunity to
detect extensive pollen movement in S. humilis and the furthest
direct distance of pollen flow detected to date in tropical trees
(�4.5 km). Furthermore, the pollen flow distances identified
may be an underestimation of the true distances within the
population owing to the constraints of the unsampled area of
forest between the fragments and the control subpopulation Las
Tablas. External gametes that mimic local ones may also be
misidentified, such that progeny identified as possible with a
given set of fathers may in fact have been sired from outside that
same sample (12, 28). Correction for such cryptic pollen flow
gave a ratio of total to apparent gene flow of 1.8:1. However, the
spatial layout of the fragments and the unsampled area, mean
that any cryptic pollen flow may well come from the same
distances and would not alter the rank order of the pollen flow
measures, nor the conclusions of the study. Pollen flow from the

Table 1. Pollen flow into fragments of S. humilis, Punta Ratón, Choluteca, Honduras

Fragment
Sample

size

Separation distance
from next

fragment, km

Mean % ‘‘into
fragment’’ pollen

flow

Mean largest
minimum pollen
flow distance, km

Las Tablas 97 — 36.0 —*
Butus�Jicarito 44 1.1 47.0 3.1
Jiote 22 1.1 38.3 1.7
Tablas plains 7 1.2 68.4 1.6
Tree 501† 1 1.4 100.0 �4.5

The sample size of each fragment, the separation distance from the nearest fragment, the mean percentage
of external pollen flow, and largest minimum distances of pollen flow are shown per fragment.
*Las Tablas is a portion of continuous forest and is adjacent to unsampled trees.
†Tree 501 is an isolated tree.
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unsampled area would also account for the relatively low per-
centage of progeny assigned unique paternity, despite the high
combined exclusion probability of the markers.

The increase in pollen flow seen here, as a consequence of
fragmentation, is contrary to the traditional view of the genetic
effects of physically isolating populations, where an increase in
spatial isolation and reduction in population sizes have been
considered (29, 30) and shown in some species to reduce
interfragment gene flow (31–34). Conversely, this study indi-
cates that for S. humilis, fragmentation does not impose a genetic
barrier between stands but instead promotes increased levels of
interfragment gene flow over longer distances. The promotion
of increased external pollen flow, coupled with a reduction in
population sizes, has also been shown for another tropical tree,
Spondias mombin (8). Allozyme markers indicated higher rates
of pollen flow into small ‘‘island’’ populations, at distances up to
1 km, than into continuous and large island populations. While
in three fragmentation studies (35–37) of the temperate tree
Acer saccharum, reductions in allozyme genetic differentiation
among patches compared with continuous forest indirectly sug-
gested that fragmentation may facilitate increased gene flow by
means of wind dispersal of pollen.

Inter-fragment pollen flow is facilitated by the ability of a
vector to move pollen between spatially isolated fragments of
trees. The capability of insect pollinators to move long distances
has been shown (38), although the potential to move among
stands depends on their behavioral response to habitat frag-
mentation. Changes in pollinator assemblages in fragments
could strongly affect patterns of gene flow and genetic variation
within remnant tree populations. Mark and recapture experi-
ments on euglossine bees in remnant stands of Brazilian wet
forest showed the bees were able to traverse distances up to 4 km
among patches of isolated trees (39). Nason et al. (40) implied
that, in contrast to most species, the genus Ficus with its
species-specific wasp pollinator could apparently form extensive
metapopulations in fragmented landscapes. The small generalist
insect pollinators, including bees, of S. humilis are shown in this
study to be able to fly across the large interfragment distances,
providing genetic connectivity among stands. The distance of
pollinator movement cannot, however, be specifically inferred,
as it is probable that ‘‘carry-over’’ is also a contributing factor to
long-distance pollen flow (41–43). With a range of nonspecialist
pollinators, S. humilis is probably much less susceptible to the
effects of habitat disturbance on the dynamics of pollen flow,
compared with tree species with more specialist pollinator
relationships. However, it is likely that all pollinators have a
distance threshold beyond which they will not move. This
threshold being pollinator-specific implies that the extent to
which fragmentation affects trees may be highly variable among
species.

Different patterns of pollinator foraging, as detected by
variable patterns of pollen flow, depend on the spatial structure
of the subpopulation. Stacey et al. (44) found that populations
that had a lot of clumping of reproductive trees had a predom-
inance of near-neighbor interactions, with an increase in polli-
nator distance mirrored by a decrease in density of the conspe-
cific f lowering trees. Also, Ellstrand et al. (45) found outcrossing
in populations of Helianthus annuus, which are primarily polli-
nated by bees, to be negatively correlated with plant density. If

pollinator flight distances are density- or number-dependent in
S. humilis, the reduction in the number of flowering trees in the
fragments may promote interfragment pollinator flight, and
hence pollen flow among the smaller stands. Pollinator changes
in fragmented landscapes may affect patterns of gene flow and
reproduction in remnant tree populations. A decline in pollina-
tor populations in such altered agroecosystems may eventually
limit tree reproduction and therefore monitoring of pollinator
numbers, as well as evidence of pollinator limitation (46), is
needed.

The practical implications of our findings are also important.
Policy makers more accustomed to traditional in situ approaches
to conservation need to be aware of the importance and
complementary role that remnant forest patches and trees play
in providing connectivity and enhancing population variability.
Similarly, such forests and trees should not be ignored as a source
of germplasm for ex situ conservation or breeding programs.
Self-compatible species, which normally show mixed mating
(25), are likely to exhibit increased levels of inbreeding at much
shorter distances of separation than self-incompatible species.
Establishment of the presence or absence of self-incompatibility
mechanisms (47) will provide a cheap and effective indication of
a species susceptibility to increases in inbreeding after fragmen-
tation and provide criteria for the inclusion of remnant trees in
seed collection for ex situ conservation.

It is evident from this study that forest fragmentation
does effect the dynamics of pollen f low of the tropical tree S.
humilis, but not by imposing a genetic barrier between frag-
ments. Fragmentation and spatial isolation over the scale
studied here have promoted an increase in the frequency of
long-distance pollen movement. The fragmented landscape
persists as a metapopulation, with the remnant stands frag-
mented at a finer scale than that of the breeding associations.
The fragments examined in this study did show reduced genetic
diversity through the loss of lower frequency alleles (6) in
agreement with results from previous studies of trees and other
plants (33, 34). However, the altered patterns of interfragment
gene f low over time will promote increased genetic mixing
across this spatial scale and potentially restore, maintain, or
even augment the levels of genetic variation of S. humilis
within this modified ecosystem. Although the genetic impacts
of fragmentation are undoubtedly complex and will vary
among species, this study has clearly demonstrated that rem-
nant fragmented stands and isolated trees of S. humilis may
provide a buffer to the deleterious genetic consequences of
habitat destruction and may be vital to the future long-term
viability of the species.
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